Mireo d.d.
Junior software engineer (5 positions) (m/f) i
SUMMARY
As a junior software engineer, you will specialize in building embedded GPS navigation
products used by the World's most prestigious and the most popular automotive brands. We are
looking for someone who has a strong passion for developing high-quality and highly-aesthetic
digital products and is willing to help millions of people navigate roads with ease and fun.
The ideal candidate for this position will be a reliable and adept programmer who is eager to
learn the best coding principles, who can solve technical problems, and who can help us
create even better products.
RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•

Your mid-term goal is to drop "junior" as quickly as possible.
Learn and adopt various professional programming skills required to build
automotive-grade products, all under the direction of a senior mentor.
Use the developed knowledge to add or modify features in GPS navigation products.
Be prepared to use C++ everywhere, scripting languages to manipulate work ows and
graphics, and Python for experimenting and data manipulation.

REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•

Bachelor's degree in computer science or mathematics. You may also be a graduate
student.
No previous professional experience is required, but solid knowledge of fundamental
programming techniques is a must.
You have to be able to write clean, functional, and aesthetic code.

ABOUT MIREO AND THE WORKPLACE
Mireo designs and develops a broad portfolio of location solutions, from the World's most
advanced automotive-grade white-label GPS navigation systems to Connected Car Data
monetization frameworks.
We especially value developers' ambition and knowledge. It will be a big plus if you've
participated in Mathematical or Programming contests, especially Olympiads. After all, 10%
of our developers have Ph.D.!
We insist on working in a highly collaborative environment. We insist on fully open knowledge
sharing. The atmosphere is friendly, and a blend of very experienced engineers and younger
developers enables rapid learning and progress.
And the most important: one of the most respected Croatian chefs prepares free Michelinstar meals for us every day!
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Feel free to contact us at jobs@mireo.hr

